INTRODUCTION

Yeniifer Alvarez arrived in the United States from San Luis Potosí, Mexico, in 1998, when she was three years old. Her family settled in Luling, Texas, about fifty miles south of Austin. After her father was deported, her mother, Leticia, took on two jobs and Yeni, the eldest child, became “the nerve center of her extended-family operation”: Yeni helped raise her three siblings, one of whom was diagnosed with autism; she managed the family’s finances and helped a cousin file for disability benefits; she even kept her family up to date when politicians railed against undocumented immigrants.

In December 2021, one month after she married, Yeni “announced with joy that she was pregnant.” That same month, the Supreme Court allowed the enforcement of the Texas Heartbeat Act, a private attorney general–style law allowing any person who is not a public official “to sue, for at least $10,000 in damages, anyone who performs, induces, assists, or even intends to assist an abortion in violation of Texas’s [then-]unconstitutional 6-week ban.” The Court did this despite the fact that the law had “the effect of denying the exercise of what [the Supreme Court had] held is a right protected under the Federal Constitution.” After S.B. 8’s enactment, Luling’s only general hospital saw a surge in women giving birth in the emergency room (ER), many with “more varied and complex conditions” than before, leading the hospital into “uncontrolled chaos.” Uninsured, Yeni came to rely on the Luling ER for regular medical treatment, and the staff became familiar with her medical conditions — Yeni suffered from hypertension, diabetes, and obesity, and was hospitalized with pulmonary edema after a COVID-19 wave in Luling. Taken together, “when Yeni became pregnant she was a high-risk patient.”

Less than two months into her pregnancy, Yeni began to have trouble breathing and experienced bleeding. Though an ER ultrasound “showed normal fetal growth,” her blood pressure spiked to worrisome
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levels. For a patient with risk factors like Yeni’s who becomes sick early in the pregnancy, a medical professional may need to consider whether the patient will be able to continue the pregnancy safely — as one maternal health specialist put it, “one needs to assume that as pregnancy progresses things only will get worse.”

But Yeni’s medical records show that no doctor mentioned the possibility of a therapeutic abortion to her. Though the Catholic hospital that housed the ER might direct a patient to another facility with fewer abortion restrictions when the pregnant person’s life is at risk, “that option effectively disappeared” after S.B. 8. The law made an exception for abortions performed after the six-week limit due to “medical emergency[es],” but a doctor seeking to invoke it could risk a civil lawsuit for “aid[ing] or abet[tling]” an abortion after six weeks and the possibility of a minimum $10,000 fine, a threat that “effectively chill[ed]” the provision of abortions in Texas. When Yeni saw an ob-gyn at another Catholic hospital in nearby Kyle, Texas, who warned her that her hypertension was severe enough to require hospitalization — a cost she could face at least five years and up to life in prison, TEX. PENAL CODE ANN. § 170A.007, unless a Texas jury finds their “reasonable medical judgment” defense compelling, see id. § 170A.002. Such a determination is especially difficult since the Texas Medical Board has yet to issue guidance on these laws, leaving doctors without clarity for over a year and a half. See Klibanoff, supra.
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could not afford — and put her “at risk of having a heart attack, a stroke, or a miscarriage,” the possibility of an abortion to alleviate the strain on her heart never came up.19 According to Dr. Lorie Harper, the director of maternal-fetal medicine at the University of Texas at Austin, S.B. 8 had made it “much harder” to “recommend an abortion in order to prevent a maternal death.”20 Though ob-gyns “have two patients” — the pregnant person and their fetus — who they care for throughout the pregnancy, those practicing in Texas had their “hands tied because the patient who [they] need[ed] to save is not the one that’s protected by law.”21 Of course, the right to an abortion was protected by the Constitution at the time: Roe v. Wade22 held as much in 1973, and Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey23 reaffirmed that right in 1992 — “precedent on precedent,” as one Justice put it.24 Nonetheless, in permitting S.B. 8’s enforcement, the Supreme Court allowed that protection to be sidestepped by “some geniuses [who] came up with a way to evade the commands” of the Court’s precedent and “the even broader principle that states are not to nullify federal constitutional rights.”25 What is a federal court to do when a state, in effect, takes away a constitutional right? “[N]othing at all, [said the] Court.”26 Many took the decision as a sign that the Court was ready to overturn Roe and Casey entirely in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization,27 which involved Mississippi’s fifteen-week abortion ban and was argued just nine days earlier.28 On May 9th, when Yeni was nearly twenty-three weeks pregnant, she arrived at the ER again struggling to breathe — she had been coughing for about a month, she couldn’t walk without experiencing shortness of breath, and her blood pressure once again spiked to “dangerously high” levels.29 The doctors discovered she had redeveloped pulmonary edema and ordered her transferred to a hospital in Austin.30
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On arrival, Yeni was deemed at “high risk for clinical decompensation/death” and was transferred to an intensive-care unit.\footnote{Id.} In a case like Yeni’s, doctors might consider an early delivery — which carries a less-than-fifty-percent chance of survival for the child and a significant chance of severe disabilities if the baby survives — or a late-term abortion, usually performed to protect the life of the mother.\footnote{Id.} Once her condition stabilized, however, doctors never began a discussion with her about the stress the pregnancy was placing on her body and the continuing risk it might pose to her life.\footnote{Id.} She was discharged after four days.\footnote{Id.}

Two months later, Yeni’s condition once again worsened, this time fatally.\footnote{Id.} When paramedics arrived at her house, Yeni’s blood pressure was “perilously high” and her “oxygen levels were falling.”\footnote{Id.} She was too far along into the pregnancy to be treated in Luling and was set to be taken to a hospital in Kyle by helicopter.\footnote{Id.} But by the time the ambulance got to the Luling ER, Yeni had no pulse.\footnote{Id.} The doctors performed CPR for four minutes before trying to save her baby, but when she “came to rest on the old baby warmer, she, too, was dead.”\footnote{Id.}

Yeniifer Alvarez-Estrada Glick died on July 10, 2022, just two weeks after the Supreme Court removed constitutional protection for the procedure that could have saved her life.\footnote{Id.}

* * *

Since Yeni’s death, many of the doctors involved in treating her have asked whether her death was attributable to Texas’s new laws limiting abortion care — whether “fear of legal repercussions [had] trumped compassionate care.”\footnote{Id.} Four experts who reviewed Yeni’s file all found that her death was preventable and that an abortion “would probably have saved her life.”\footnote{Id.} As one plainly put it: “If she weren’t pregnant, she likely wouldn’t be dead.”\footnote{Id.} Another noted that the laws interfered with informed consent — Yeni had not “been made fully aware that she might die at twenty-seven” and “how an abortion might increase her chances of survival,” “crucial medical information that [she and her
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family] had a right to know.” Instead, the chill of Texas’s abortion restrictions led to “a very preventable maternal death.”

Unfortunately, Yeni’s story is not unique. Since the Supreme Court’s decision in *Dobbs* overruling the constitutional right to an abortion, twenty-one states have banned the procedure or restricted it to earlier than the standard set by *Roe*, and courts in three other states are considering the legality of recently passed abortion bans. Women and others with the capacity for pregnancy in abortion-banning states across the country have been forced to carry nonviable pregnancies to term, nearly died as a result of not receiving abortion care, and have even been criminally charged after experiencing a miscarriage. It may be some time before we understand the full effects of *Dobbs* because maternal health data — including maternal mortality rates, which are already higher in the United States than in other high-income countries and are only rising — is difficult to track in the short term. But in a recent nationally representative survey of 569 ob-gyns, 68% said *Dobbs* has “worsened their ability to manage pregnancy-related emergencies,” 64% believed the ruling has increased pregnancy-related mortality, and 70% said it has exacerbated existing racial inequities in maternal health.
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over 66,000 people estimated to have sought abortions in abortion-banning states were able to get one in another state — it’s unclear what happened to the other 31,180.\footnote{Maggie Koerth & Amelia Thomson-DeVeaux, \textit{Over 66,000 People Couldn’t Get an Abortion in Their Home State After Dobbs}, \textsc{fivethirtyeight} (Apr. 11, 2023, 8:00 AM) https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/post-dobbs-abortion-access-66000 [https://perma.cc/G5B6-KA68].}

The negative impacts of \textit{Dobbs} on maternal health and abortion access have in turn had an outsized influence on state and national politics. In the 2022 midterm elections, fewer than five months after \textit{Roe’s} undoing, voters in key swing states like Michigan and Pennsylvania ranked abortion as the single most important issue to them, and Democrats outperformed across Senate, House, and gubernatorial races in a year that was forecasted to be a “red wave.”\footnote{Elena Schneider & Holly Otterbein, \textit{“The Central Issue”: How the Fall of Roe v. Wade Shook the 2022 Election}, \textsc{Politico} (Dec. 19, 2022, 4:30 AM), https://www.politico.com/news/2022/12/19/dobbs-2022-election-abortion-00074426 [https://perma.cc/C32X-X4AW].} Abortion-related ballot measures have now been considered in seven states, and abortion advocates have won in all seven.\footnote{Grace Panetta, \textit{The States Where Abortion Could Be on the Ballot in 2024}, \textsc{The Hill} (Jan. 24, 2024, 2:34 AM), https://thehillnews.org/2023/12/abortion-states-election-2024-ballot-measures [https://perma.cc/PULo-GXXY].} Reproductive rights seem poised to play a central role in the 2024 presidential election as voters on both sides of the aisle consider the possibility of future federal action on abortion access.\footnote{See \textit{2022 Abortion-Related Ballot Measures}, \textsc{Ballotpedia}, https://ballotpedia.org/2022-abortion-related_ballot_measures [https://perma.cc/Y6CN-QsU8]; \textit{2023 and 2024 Abortion-Related Ballot Measures}, \textsc{Ballotpedia}, https://ballotpedia.org/2023_and_2024-abortion-related_ballot_measures [https://perma.cc/PY7J-PT34]; Elizabeth Crisp, \textit{Warren Says Abortion Will Be on the Ballot in 2024}, \textsc{The Hill} (Jan. 18, 2024, 10:05 AM), https://thehill.com/headlines/4415386-elizabeth-warren-abortion-2024-election [https://perma.cc/P6UN-T56A].} Literally and figuratively, abortion has been, and seemingly will continue to be, “on the ballot.”\footnote{See \textit{Reform the Supreme Court}, \textsc{Demand Justice}, https://demandjustice.org/priorities/supreme-court-reform [https://perma.cc/W7TD-VqB8].}

of the Supreme Court reached a record low of 40% after the Court declined to block the enforcement of S.B. 8, and it has hovered around that historic low ever since. That disapproval has extended to the rest of the judiciary — although Americans’ trust in the federal judiciary averaged 68% before 2022, since then it has dropped to just 49%. 75% of voters now support a binding ethics code for the Justices, 66% believe in imposing age limits on them, and 66% think the Court should be structurally balanced along ideological lines. Elected officials are taking note as well, as evidenced by the introduction of several bills in Congress, mounting criticism from the President, and recent congressional hearings exploring further action.

At first blush, the increasing popularity of court reform might be ascribed to the political unpopularity of the Dobbs decision. According to a May 2023 survey, a record 69% of Americans believe that abortion should be legal in the first three months of pregnancy — that number has remained at or above 60% since 1996 — and 61% believe that overturning Roe was a “bad thing.” The Dobbs opinion seemed to foresee
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its own political unpopularity, noting that it could not allow the Court’s “decisions to be affected by any extraneous influences such as concern about the public’s reaction to [the Court’s] work” — even while it pointed to Roe’s effects on national politics as reason for its overruling.

It is true that the Court issues unpopular opinions all the time — sometimes unpopularity is part and parcel of a principled decision; other times the Court is rightly criticized for shameful pronouncements. But not every unpopular decision precipitates widespread calls for institutional reform.

There is something unique about the Court, “for the first time in history,” “[r]escinding an individual right in its entirety and conferring it on the State,” a right that was “part of society’s understanding of constitutional law and of how the Court has defined the liberty and equality that women are entitled to claim.” That liberty stood for fifty years, forming the basis of several other core rights for marginalized groups that may now be in jeopardy. The Dobbs majority refused to acknowledge “the overwhelming reliance interests” Roe and Casey had created in that time and the effects of disrupting them, “reveal[ing] how little it knows or cares about women’s lives or about the suffering its decision w[ould] cause.”

Yet it is not only the substance of the Dobbs decision that is unique but also how it came to pass. Mississippi’s fifteen-week abortion ban — well before fetal viability — was flatly unconstitutional under Roe and Casey, and there was no circuit split among lower courts for the Supreme Court to resolve. Rather, the law seemed baldly designed
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as a vehicle for the Court to reconsider its abortion precedents, and at
least four Justices had no qualms about taking the bait: the Court re-
jected narrower questions in Mississippi’s petition that would have re-
tained Roe and Casey and instead granted certiorari on the question of
“whether all pre-viability prohibitions on elective abortions are uncon-
stitutional.” The Court publicly voted to hear the case on May 17,
2021, just over six months after the death of Justice Ginsburg and sub-
sequent appointment of Justice Barrett to the Court cemented a five-
Justice majority hostile to Roe. And just over six months earlier, a
majority of the Court — the same five-Judge majority in Dobbs — had
allowed S.B. 8 to stand, “let[ting] Texas defy th[e] Court’s constitutional
rulings, nullifying Roe and Casey ahead of schedule.” To cap off the
procedural irregularities, a draft of Justice Alito’s majority opinion was
leaked to Politico on May 2, 2022, which undercut any chance of a com-
promise decision and “helped lock in the result.”

The seeming inevitability of Dobbs leaves a sense that the system
was gamed to arrive at this outcome, that “a new majority, adhering to
a new ‘doctrinal school,’ could ‘by dint of numbers’ alone expunge [peo-
ple’s] rights.” It is, of course, true that there are plenty of people who
agree with the Court that “Roe was egregiously wrong from the start,”
nothing more than “an exercise of raw judicial power.” But it is also
true that the modern conservative legal movement, galvanized by that
belief and armed with a new theory of legal interpretation designed to
roll back progressive rights, systematically captured law schools, pub-
lc discourse, and the federal bench to secure the five votes on the Court
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in part to “suggest the court was still debating whether to go forward” and “create the appear-
ance of distance from Justice Ginsburg’s death.” Id. Justice Barrett ultimately switched her vote to a
no, and Justices Thomas, Alito, Gorsuch, and Kavanaugh — none of whom, notably, are
women — provided the four votes needed to grant the petition. Id.
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needed to overturn Roe. Indeed, “[i]t is hard to imagine something more like an exercise of raw judicial power than the Court’s removal of the right to abortion, which is precisely what these Justices were put on the Court to achieve.” Rather than reform the Supreme Court, the conservative legal movement remade it.

This Introduction does not mean to offer sour grapes or shame effective political strategies — similar critiques could be and have been raised against proponents of court reform. It does mean to argue that context matters in framing any discussion of court reform, and the current movement must be understood in the following context: the Supreme Court, swiftly, brazenly, and expectedly took away a popular constitutional right that had protected the autonomy and safety of women and people who can become pregnant for over fifty years; the removal of that right was the result of a successful, calculated political movement motivated by that singular goal; and the effects of that decision on maternal healthcare and abortion access have meant suffering and even death for people like Yeni and countless others. Regardless of whether one believes Dobbs was rightly decided, the ruling’s impact on American life — from national elections to individual pregnancy decisions — is undeniable, and it has plunged the Court into a serious legitimacy crisis from which it has yet to emerge.

The Supreme Court broke something on June 24, 2022. This Developments in the Law Issue discusses one movement’s ideas of how to fix it.

* * *

To set the stage, Chapter I builds out a novel analytical framework to understand Supreme Court reform arguments of past and present. Arguments for Court reform often focus on neutral legal and policy arguments about the Court’s abstract form. However, these formal arguments are rarely conclusive, because persuasive arguments can be
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mustered on both sides of a given issue. Chapter I argues that formal arguments alone cannot answer the question of why, or how, the Court should be reformed. Looking to history, it argues that Court reform movements arise in response to moments of emergency when the Court is apparently engaged in harming a significant group of people — more familiar to legal scholars in the concepts of legitimacy and anticanon. Court reformers, then, are motivated by a commitment to justice that they believe is in peril because of actions of the Supreme Court. If we hope to properly understand and resolve Court reform debates, the normative roots of those arguments must be acknowledged and engaged with.

Powerful as it may be, the Court is but one of three coequal branches in our divided system of government, and Chapter II argues that reformers have got the wrong guy. When reformers take issue with the Court’s actions, it’s not because the Court has somehow departed from its role of interpreting the law. Rather, reformers simply disagree about how the law should be interpreted — specifically, about the age-old question of whether the law is as determinate as the Court says it is. Recent faltering approval ratings don’t stem from the Court “making law,” but rather from Congress’s failure to do so: because Congress has not acted on many of today’s most pressing societal problems, the Court’s pronouncements end up as the last word on those issues, and the public wrongly perceives the Court to be engaging in politics. Structural reform of the Court, then, would not resolve disputes about determinacy or the Court’s legitimacy crisis — it’s Congress that should be reformed.

Chapter III dives into the pressing question of regulating the conduct of individual Justices. Recent reporting exposed how several Justices, both liberal and conservative, have failed to adhere to ethics and financial disclosure rules, and the resulting public pressure led the Court to adopt its first-ever Code of Conduct.87 But the Code largely excused the Justices’ problematic conduct and provided no enforcement mechanism, underscoring the need for congressional action.88 Whether Congress can regulate the conduct of individual Justices is a constitutional question that has been left open, and Chapter III argues that the time has come to answer it. Using ethics laws already on the books, Congress has a variety of existing avenues it can and should take to rein in the conduct of the Justices. Constitutional challenges to Congress’s power raised by Justices and scholars are vague and unavailing, and

there are several constitutional bases for Congress to act now to enforce ethics rules on the Justices.

The Supreme Court isn’t the only part of the judiciary facing calls for change, and Chapter IV looks at one of the most prominent targets for reform in the lower courts: nationwide injunctions. Nationwide injunctions have been in the national spotlight since Judge Kacsmaryk of the United States District Court for the Northern District of Texas issued a nationwide stay of the FDA’s twenty-year-old approval of mifepristone, one of the drugs used as part of a medication abortion.89 Though scholars and jurists have debated the merits of nationwide injunctions for years, Chapter IV uses data from the Department of Justice to perform the first-ever empirical analysis of nationwide injunctions, definitively showing they have become significantly more common in recent years. This data provides three concerning takeaways: (1) nationwide injunctions impede the proper development of the law; (2) they are overwhelmingly issued by judges appointed by a president of a political party opposed to the policy in question; and (3) some judges are increasingly turning to vacatur to stop executive action. In light of the increase in policymaking through the executive and the polarization of the judiciary, the federal court system should be restructured to disincentivize forum shopping to reduce the negative policy implications of nationwide injunctions.

The American judiciary system may be in the midst of a legitimacy crisis, and Chapter V encourages us to seek counsel from our oft-neglected northern neighbor. Canada’s constitutional bill of rights contains a clause allowing the federal and provincial legislatures to enact a law “notwithstanding” courts’ constitutional interpretations to the contrary, a tool of popular constitutionalism that gives the people the right to decide the ultimate meaning of their constitution.90 Though the Notwithstanding Clause has never been used by Canada’s federal government, it has been invoked by provinces in service of largely discriminatory ends.91 Based on lessons from Canada’s experience with the Notwithstanding Clause, Chapter V argues that the United States should adopt a “constrained override,” which would give Congress a limited power to override Supreme Court decisions on constitutional questions. That power would be exclusive to Congress, not the states; could be used only for legislation that has already been declared unconstitutional; and would be subject to a “double override” by a consensus of the Supreme Court. Despite concerns about its effectiveness, the constrained override presents the best opportunity to combat the dangers

of granting the Court exclusive say over the Constitution and returns that power to the people.